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“Carlson made several other allegations — including about 
double-scanned ballots and mail-in ballots without creases — that 
were false, misleading or unsubstantiated.” 

Double scanned ballots were substantiated by data VoterGA provided to 
PolitiFact and mail-in ballots without creases were substantiated by at 
least  four sworn affidavits from senior poll managers 

 

“After an initial count that declared Joe Biden the winner in 
Georgia, the state’s election results underwent a full hand audit 
and a machine recount that confirmed Biden’s victory.” 

VoterGA proved the hand count audit was riddled with massive errors and 
fraud. The machine recount simply reprinted previous unverifiable results 
accumulated illegally from unverifiable QR codes according to U.S. District 
Court 

 

“But Carlson’s account of what happened in Fulton County — a 
Democratic stronghold that includes Atlanta — was neither 
official nor true.” 

PolitiFact provided virtually no evidence that anything Carlson said was 
untrue. It only provided opinions and statements, many of which were 
false as documented in this fact check. 

 

“The officers who opened it had been hired as private security by 
an attorney representing several plaintiffs in the lawsuit seeking 
access to Fulton County’s ballots…” 

Officers found the door already open and Fulton Co. Sherriff Pat Labat 
admitted in a press conference the county did not secure and monitor the 
building as they verbally committed to a judge they would do four days 
before a door was left open 

 

“When it sounded, the Fulton County Sheriff’s deputies watching 
the building were changing shifts, he said.  

Fulton Co. deputies left the premises and no deputies returned for two 
hours after an alarm went as Labat acknowledged 

 

“Georgia conducted a hand audit and a machine recount of 
ballots, both of which upheld Biden’s victory.” 

VoterGA proved the hand count audit was riddled with massive errors and 
fraud. The machine recount simply reprinted original  unverifiable results 
accumulated illegally as explained previously 

 

“PolitiFact reached out to the group for more details and did not 
hear back in time for publication.” 

VoterGA provided details to Politifact writer, Thomas Kertscher on July 
16th, four days before the June 20th article was published 

 

“The ballots inside remained secured.” PolitiFact provided virtually no evidence the ballots are secure, only 
unsubstantiated statements 

 

“But a similar claim that over 4,000 of the county’s ballots were 
scanned multiple times was rated False by PolitiFact.” 

VoterGA made no such claim. VoterGA provided PolitiFact with proof that 
over 4,000 ballots were counted multiple times in the hand count audit 

 

"There is no evidence that thousands of ballots were counted 
twice," said Amber McReynolds, chief executive officer of the 
National Vote at Home Institute.” 

VoterGA provided PolitiFact with proof that over 4,000 ballots were 
counted twice in the hand count audit 

 

“But the newspaper added that "there’s no indication any vote for 
president was counted more than once in official results." 

VoterGA provided the AJC newspaper at its press conference with proof 
that over 4,000 ballots were counted twice in the hand count audit which 
purportedly matched the official results 

 

“Georgia conducted a hand audit and a machine recount of 
ballots, both of which upheld Biden’s victory.” 

VoterGA proved the hand count audit was riddled with massive errors and 
fraud. The machine recount simply reprinted original unverifiable results 
accumulated illegally as explained previously 

 

“The practice is not fraudulent double-counting. It’s what election 
workers in Fulton County and elsewhere are instructed to do when 
machines jam up or fail to scan a ballot.” 

The State Farm Arena video clearly shows ballots being double scanned 
without machine jams or scanning failures occurring as explained at the 
Dec. 30th, 2020 Georgia Senate Judiciary subcommittee hearing 

 

 “The state’s machine recount did, and it confirmed Biden’s 
victory.” 

The machine recount simply reprinted previous unverifiable results 
accumulated illegally as explained previously 

 

“As for the sheets VoterGA said only tallied votes for Biden, Barron 
said they were likely the result of election workers sorting ballots 
by candidate during the audit.” 

No sorting would explain why a specific batch of ballot images with 60 
votes for Joe Biden and 40 votes for Donald Trump would have a 
corresponding tally sheet falsified to show 100 votes for Biden 

 "Since they did use the sorting method during the recount, it is 
possible for a batch to look like that," McReynolds told PolitiFact.” 

No sorting would explain why a specific batch of ballot images with 60 
votes for Joe Biden and 40 votes for Donald Trump would have a 
corresponding tally sheet falsified to show 100 votes for Biden 

 

“These [UOCAVA] ballots are not the right size for scanners, so 
election workers under supervision transfer those votes onto 
normal ballots so the scanners can read them.” 

Election workers transfer those votes onto a differently styled selection 
summary produced with a ballot marking device (BMD) 

 
“The same process occurs for ballots that get torn in the scanner, 
sliced when opening the envelope, or too wrinkled and bent in the 
mail.”  

Election workers recreate those ballots on a differently styled selection 
summary with a ballot marking device (BMD) 

 

“To back his claim, the Fox News host rattled off several claims 
purporting to show signs of fraud. Each was inaccurate, 
misleading or unsubstantiated, PolitiFact found.” 

PolitiFact provided virtually no evidence that anything Carlson said was 
untrue. It only provided opinions and statements, many of which were 
false as documented in this fact check. 

 “Biden’s victory in Georgia was confirmed by two recounts.” VoterGA proved the hand count audit was riddled with massive errors and 
fraud. The machine recount simply reprinted original unverifiable results 
accumulated illegally as explained previously 

 

Fact check for “Tucker Carlson spins web of misleading claims as he alleges ‘meaningful voter fraud’ in Georgia” by Bill McCarthy - published at PolitiFact.com on July 20, 2021 
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